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6 RIGIDITY OF INTEGRAL COISOTROPIC SUBMANIFOLDS OF CONTACT M ANIFOLDS

ALFONSO GIUSEPPE TORTORELLA

ABSTRACT. Unlike Legendrian submanifolds, the deformation problemof coisotropic submanifolds can be ob-
structed. Starting from this observation, the special class of integral coisotropic submanifoldsis singled out as the
direct analogue of Legendrian submanifolds for what concerns deformation theory. Indeed, being integral coisotropic
is a rigid condition, so that the integral coisotropic deformation problem is unobstructed.

RÉSUMÉ. Contrairement aux sous-variétés Legendriennes, la déformation des sous-variétés coisotropes peut être
obstruée. Partant de ce constat, la classe spéciale dessous-variétés coisotropes intégralesest désignée comme l’ana-
logue directe des sous-variétés Legendriennes pour ce qui concerne la théorie de la déformation. En fait, être une
sous-variété coisotrope intégrale est une condition rigide, de sorte que la déformation de telles sous-variétés ne soit
pas obstruée.

1. INTRODUCTION

In symplectic geometry it is well-known that the deformation problem, under Hamiltonian equivalence, of
a compact Lagrangian submanifoldL is controlled by its de Rham complex, so that it is unobstructed with
local moduli space given byHdR(L). Unlike Lagrangian submanifolds the deformation problem of coisotropic
submanifolds is much more involved and hard to manage. Indeed in [3] the coisotropic deformation problem
is shown to be controlled by anL∞-algebra, rather than a dg-space. Moreover the coisotropicdeformation
problem can be obstructed as explicitly shown in [6]. However, as pointed out in [4], there is the still inter-
esting class of integral coisotropic submanifolds, whose deformation theory resembles that one of Lagrangian
submanifolds. The integral coisotropic deformation problem, under Hamiltonian equivalence, is unobstructed,
with linear and finite-dimensional local moduli space.

It seems that the contact version of this picture has been only partially unveiled. Our note aims to fill in these
gaps.

It is well-known, in contact geometry, that compact Legendrian submanifolds are rigid, so that their defor-
mation problem, under contact equivalence, is unobstructed, with discrete local moduli space. As recently
shown in [1], in the contact setting as well, every coisotropic submanifold is equipped with anL∞-algebra,
rather than an acyclic dg-space, controlling its coisotropic deformation problem. In this note we will construct,
in the contact setting, a first example of coisotropic submanifold whose deformation problem is obstructed.
Further we will single out, in the contact setting, the special class of integral coisotropic submanifolds which
behave like Legendrian submanifolds for what concerns deformation theory. Indeed we prove that compact
integral coisotropic submanifolds are rigid, so that theirdeformation problem, under contact equivalence, is
unobstructed, with discrete local moduli space.

2. A LINE BUNDLE APPROACH TO PRE-CONTACT GEOMETRY

Let C be an hyperplane distribution on a manifoldM . Fix a line bundleL → M , and a no-where zero
L-valued1-form ϑ : TM → L such thatkerϑ = C. Then the curvature formωϑ ∈ Γ(∧2C∗ ⊗ L) is defined
by ωϑ(X,Y ) = ϑ([X,Y ]), for allX,Y ∈ Γ(C). The1-form ϑ, and the corresponding distributionC = kerϑ,
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are said to bepre-contact(resp.contact) if the vector bundle morphismω♭
ϑ : C → C∗ ⊗ L, X 7→ ωϑ(X,−),

has constant rank (resp. is an isomorphism). A(pre-)contact manifoldis a manifoldM equipped with a(pre-
)contact structurewhich is equivalently given by a (pre-)contact distribution C or a (pre-)contact1-form ϑ on
M . Every pre-contact manifold admits acharacteristic foliationF : the integral foliation of the (involutive)
distributionKϑ := kerω♭

ϑ. A pre-contactomorphismof a pre-contact manifold(M,C) is a diffeomorphism
ϕ : M → M preservingC. HenceXC ⊂ X(M), the Lie subalgebra of infinitesimal pre-contactomorphisms,
consists of thoseX ∈ X(M) such that[X,Γ(C)] ⊂ Γ(C).

A derivation of a vector bundleE → M is anR-linear map� : Γ(E) → Γ(E) such that there is a (unique)
σ(�) ∈ X(M), thesymbol of�, satisfying�(fe) = f�e + (σ(�)f)e, for all e ∈ Γ(E) andf ∈ C∞(M).
Equivalently derivations ofE → M can be seen as infinitesimal vector bundle automorphisms.

Fix a line bundleL → M . Now derivations ofL are just first-order differential operators fromΓ(L) to Γ(L),
and can be seen as the sections of the vector bundleDL := (J1L)∗ ⊗ L → M . The latter becomes a Lie
algebroid, theAtiyah algebroid ofL, with Lie bracket given by the commutator, and anchor given by the symbol
mapσ : DL → TM , � 7→ σ(�). Further thetautological representation∇ of the Atiyah algebroidDL in L
is defined by∇�λ = �λ. These data determine a Cartan calculus on the dg-moduleΩ•

L := Γ(∧•(DL)∗ ⊗ L)
with structural operations the de Rham differentialdD, and, for each� ∈ Γ(DL), the contractionι� and the
Lie derivativeL�. The elements ofΩ•

L will be calledL-valued Atiyah forms. Indeed(Ω•
L, dD), the de Rham

complex ofDL with coefficients inL, also calledder-complex, is acyclic. In particular[dD, ι1] = id, where1
denotes the derivation ofL given by the identity map, i.e.1λ = λ.

Remark 2.1. Notice thatΓ(L) = Ω0
L, andΓ(J1L) identifies withΩ1

L by means of theL-valued duality pairing
betweenJ1L andDL. In view of this,Γ(L) → Γ(J1L), λ 7→ j1λ coincides withΩ0

L → Ω1
L, λ 7→ dDλ.

A line bundle morphismϕ : L → L′ is said to beregular if it is fiberwise invertible. Each regular line bundle
morphismϕ : L → L′ determines, in an obvious way, the pull-back of sectionsϕ∗ : Γ(L′) → Γ(L), a Lie
algebroid morphismDϕ : DL → DL′, and a degree0 dg-module morphismϕ∗ : (Ω•

L′ , dD) → (Ω•
L, dD).

Remark 2.2. Let L → M be a line bundle, and letS ⊂ M be a submanifold. Consider the restricted line
bundleLS := L|S → S, and the regular line bundle morphismi : LS → L, coveringi : S → M , given by the
inclusion. ThenDi : DLS → DL is a Lie algebroid monomorphism identifyingDLS with the Lie subalgebroid
{� ∈ (DL)|S : σ(�) ∈ TS} of DL.

Lemma 2.3. Letϕ : L → L′ be a regular line bundle morphism covering a surjective submersion. An Atiyah
formη ∈ Ω•

L is basic, i.e.η = ϕ∗(Ω•
L′), if and only ifι�η = L�η = 0 for every� ∈ Γ(kerDϕ).

Definition 2.4. An L-valued pre-symplectic Atiyah formis a 2-cocycle̟ of (Ω•
L, dD) such thatι

1

̟ is no-
where zero, and the vector bundle morphism̟♭ : DL → (DL)∗ ⊗L, � 7→ ̟(�,−), has constant rank. Every
L-valued pre-symplectic Atiyah form̟ determines the Lie subalgebroidK̟ := ker̟♭ of DL. An L-valued
pre-symplectic Atiyah form̟ is said to besymplecticif ̟♭ is an isomorphism.

Proposition 2.5. (cf. [5, Propositions 3.3 and 3.6]). For any line bundleL → M , there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence betweenL-valued (pre-)contact forms andL-valued (pre-)symplectic Atiyah forms.

Remark 2.6. A Jacobi structure{−,−} on a line bundleL, also seen as the sectionJ ∈ Γ(∧2(J1L)∗ ⊗ L)
such thatJ(j1λ, j1µ) = {λ, µ}, is callednon-degenerateif J♯ : J1L → (J1L)∗ ⊗ L, α 7→ J(α,−), is a
vector bundle isomorphism. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence betweenL-valued contact1-formsϑ
and non-degenerate Jacobi structuresJ = {−,−} onL. Moreover ifϑ andJ correspond each other as above,
and̟ is the symplectic Atiyah form corresponding toϑ, with C := kerϑ, thenJ♯ = (̟♭)−1, and there is a
Lie algebra isomorphismX : Γ(L) → XC , λ 7→ Xλ := σ(J♯(j1λ)).

For more details on the line bundle approach to pre-contact geometry see [5, Sections 2 and 3].
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3. COISOTROPIC SUBMANIFOLDS OF CONTACT MANIFOLDS

Let ϑ be anL-valued contact form onM , with associated contact distributionC, curvature formω, and
correspondingL-valued symplectic Atiyah form̟ . Fix a submanifoldS ⊂ M . Thenϑ and̟ induce an
LS-valued1-formϑS := i∗ϑ and anLS-valued Atiyah2-cocycle̟S := i∗̟. SetCS := kerϑS = C ∩ TS.

Proposition 3.1. The following conditions are equivalent

(1) ϑS is anLS-valued pre-contact form, withKϑS
= C⊥ω

S ,

(2) ̟S is aLS-valued pre-symplectic Atiyah form, withK̟S
= (DLS)⊥̟,

(3) S is a regular coisotropic submanifoldof (M,C) (cf. [1, Definition 5.10]).

If the equivalent conditions(1)–(3) hold, thenS is transverse toC, and it inherits the pre-contact structure
given byϑS , with pre-contact distributionCS , and corresponding pre-symplectic Atiyah form̟S .

Remark 3.2. We consider only regular coisotropic submanifolds. In particular, we will not cover Legendrian
submanifolds. Without risk of confusion, by coisotropic submanifolds we will always mean regular ones.

Remark 3.3. Not only every coisotropic submanifold of a contact manifold inherits a pre-contact structure, but
conversely every pre-contact manifold admits a contact thickening, i.e. an embedding as coisotropic submani-
fold into a contact manifold, which moreover is unique up to local contactomorphisms. See, e.g. [1, Subsections
5.2 and 5.3] for details about the coisotropic neighborhoodTheorem and the contact thickening.

Definition 3.4. LetS be a coisotropic submanifold of a contact manifold(M,C). A smooth coisotropic defor-
mationof S is a smooth1-parameter family of embeddingsϕt : S → M , with ϕ0 = idS , such thatϕt(S) is
coisotropic in(M,C). Smooth coisotropic deformationsϕ′

t andϕ′′
t are identified ifϕ′

t(S) = ϕ′′
t (S). A smooth

coisotropic deformationϕt is said to betrivial if it consists of diffeomorphisms ofS.

Example 3.5. In this one and the following examples, we describe the contact analogue of Zambon’s exam-
ple [6]. In doing this, we follow the original approach in the symplectic case.

We consider the contact manifold(M,CM ), whereM := T5×R2, andCM is the kernel of the contact1-form
ϑM := sinx1dx2+cosx1dx3+y4dx4+y5dx5, with (x1, . . . , x5) and(y4, y5) denoting the standard coordinates
on T5 andR2 respectively. Note thatS := T5 ≃ T5 × {0} is a coisotropic submanifold, with inherited pre-
contact1-form ϑS := sin x1dx2 + cosx1dx3. SetCS := kerϑS , and denote byF the characteristic foliation
of (S,CS). The global framedx4 := (dx4)|T F , dx5 := (dx5)|T F identifiesT ∗F → S with the trivial vector
bundleτ : T5 × R2 → T5. Under this identification,(M,CM ) coincides with(T ∗F ⊗ LS, ker(τ∗ϑS + ϑG)),
the contact thickening ofS as constructed in [1, Subsection 5.3] forG = span{∂/∂x1, ∂/∂x2, ∂/∂x3}. A
straightforward computation shows thats = fdx4 + gdx5 is a coisotropic sectionof τ , i.e. its image is a
coisotropic submanifold of(M,CM ), iff f, g ∈ C∞(T5) satisfy the non-linear first-order pde

∂f

∂x1
X(g) −

∂g

∂x1
X(f) =

∂g

∂x4
−

∂f

∂x5
+ gY (f) − fY (g), (3.1)

whereX := cosx1
∂

∂x2

− sin x1
∂

∂x3

, andY := sinx1
∂

∂x2

+ cosx1
∂

∂x3

.
Linearizing (3.1), we see that infinitesimal coisotropic deformations ofS in (M,CM ) are described exactly

by those sectionss = fdx4 + gdx5 of τ such that

∂g

∂x4
−

∂f

∂x5
= 0. (3.2)

The prolongability of an infinitesimal coisotropic deformation s = fdx4 + gdx5 to a formal one is subjected to
the following necessary condition, obtained integrating (3.1) over(x4, x5) ∈ T2,

0 =

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

[
∂f

∂x1
X(g) −

∂g

∂x1
X(f) + fY (g) − gY (f)

]
dx4dx5. (3.3)
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Remark 3.6. Characterization (3.1) of coisotropic sections agrees with the results obtained via the BFV-
complex ofS in the more general setting of Jacobi manifolds (cf. [2]).

Remark 3.7. Characterization (3.2) of infinitesimal coisotropic deformations amounts to the cocycle condition
on s = fdx4 + gdx5 in the de Rham complex of the Lie algebroidTF with coefficients inLS . Further
obstruction (3.3) to the prolongability ofs to a formal coisotropic deformation is nothing but the vanishing at
[s] of the Kuranishi mapKur: H1(F ;LS) → H2(F ;LS). Hence (3.2) and (3.3) recover, in this special case,
the results obtained via theL∞-algebra ofS (cf. [1]).

Example 3.8. Continuing Example3.5, sets := cosx2dx4 + sin x2dx5. Clearlys satisfies (3.2), hence it is an
infinitesimal coisotropic deformation ofS. Howevers is formally obstructed because it does not satisfy (3.3).
In fact, in this case, the rhs of (3.3) is equal to(2π)2 sinx1 6= 0.

The discussion contained in Example3.8 leads immediately to the following proposition.

Proposition 3.9. The coisotropic deformation problem ofS (under contact equivalence) is formally obstructed,
i.e. there exists an infinitesimal coisotropic deformationofS which cannot be prolonged to a formal coisotropic
deformation (even only up to contact equivalence).

4. INTEGRAL COISOTROPIC SUBMANIFOLDS OF A CONTACT MANIFOLD

LetLS → S be a line bundle, andϑS anLS-valued pre-contact form, with associated pre-contact distribution
CS , and corresponding pre-symplectic Atiyah form̟S . Lemma2.3leads to the following.

Proposition 4.1(Contact Reduction). For any surjective submersionπ : S → B, and any line bundleLB → B,
the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) there is a (unique) contact distributionCB onB, such thatCS = (Tπ)−1CB, and(TB)/CB ≃ LB,

(2) there is a regular line bundle morphismπ : LS → LB, coveringπ, such thatker(Dπ) = K̟S
.

If the equivalent conditions(1)–(2) are satisfied thenKϑS
= ker(Tπ) andLS ≃ π∗LB. Moreover, for any

π as in (2), there is anLB-valued contact formϑB, with corresponding symplectic Atiyah form̟B, uniquely
determined byϑS = π∗ϑB, and̟S = π∗̟B; additionallyCB = kerϑB.

Definition 4.2. If the equivalent conditions (1)–(2) in Proposition4.1hold, then(S,CS) is said to be anintegral
pre-contact manifold, with reduced contact manifold(B,CB), andcontact reductionperformed viaπ (or π). A
coisotropic submanifold is said to be integral if it so wrt its inherited pre-contact structure.

Definition 4.3. LetS be an integral coisotropic submanifold of a contact manifold (M,CM ). A smooth integral
coisotropic deformationof S is a smooth coisotropic deformationϕt : S → M such thatϕt transforms the
characteristic foliationF of S into the characteristic foliationFt of St := ϕt(S).

Example 4.4. The pre-contact manifold(S,CS) of Example3.5 is integral, with reduced contact manifold
(B,CB), and contact reduction performed byπ : S → B, whereπ is the projection ofS = T3 × T2 on
B = T3, andCB = span{ ∂

∂x1
, X} is the kernel of the contact1-form ϑB := sinx1dx2 + cosx1dx3. ThenF ,

the characteristic foliation of(S,CS), is the fibration in2-tori provided byπ.
Let s = fdx4 + gdx5 be an arbitrary coisotropic section ofτ . The inherited pre-contact1-form ϑM |T S′ on

S′ := im s identifies with the pre-contact1-form s∗ϑM = cosx1dx2 + sinx1dx3 + fdx4 + gdx5 onS. The
characteristic foliationF ′ of (S, ker(s∗ϑM )) is the integral foliation of the distribution given by

TF ′ = span

{
X(f)

∂

∂x1
−

∂f

∂x1
X +

∂

∂x4
− fY, X(g)

∂

∂x1
−

∂g

∂x1
X +

∂

∂x5
− gY

}
. (4.1)

As a consequence, each leafL of F ′ is bi-dimensional and transverse to the fibers of the projection p : T5 →
T2, (x1, . . . , x5) 7→ (x4, x5), so that, by a well-known theorem of Ehresmann,p|L : L → T2 is a covering
map. Hence an arbitrary leaf ofF ′ can only be diffeomorphic toR2, R × T1 orT2.
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Let us consider the smooth1-parameter family of coisotropic sectionsst := t sinx1dx4. According to (4.1),
the characteristic foliationF ′

t of the pre-contact manifold(S, ker(s∗
tϑM )) is determined by

TF ′

t = span

{
∂

∂x4
− t

∂

∂x2
,

∂

∂x5

}
. (4.2)

Fix arbitrarily t ∈ R, a leafL of F ′
t, and a curveγ(u) in L, with γ(0) = x. In view of (4.2), there are unique

a, b ∈ C∞(R) such thaṫγ(u) = a(u)
(

∂
∂x4

− t ∂
∂x2

)∣∣∣
γ(u)

+ b(u) ∂
∂x5

∣∣∣
γ(u)

. Consequently,γ is closed iff there

is u0 > 0 such that
∫ u0

0 a(u)du ∈ 2πZ, t
∫ u0

0 a(u)du ∈ 2πZ, and
∫ u0

0 b(u)du ∈ 2πZ. Sincep|L : L → T2 is a
covering map, it induces a group monomorphism(p|L)∗ : π1(L, x) → π1(T2, p(x)). In view of the latter, ifL is
diffeomorphic toT2, then there is a closed curveγ(u) inL, with γ(0) = x, such that(2π)−1

∫ u0

0 a(u)du ∈ Z\0,
and sot has to be rational. Conversely, ift ∈ R \ Q, then all the leaves ofF ′

t are non-compact, and so the pre-
contact manifold(S, ker(s∗

tϑM )) is not integral.
The above discussion shows that there exist coisotropic submanifolds of(M,CM ), arbitrarily close toS,

which are not integral. This leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 4.5. Integral coisotropic submanifolds are not stable under small coisotropic deformations.

4.1. Rigidity of compact integral coisotropic submanifolds. Let LM → M be a line bundle, andϑM an
LM -valued contact form, withCM := kerϑM . Denote by̟ M the corresponding symplectic Atiyah form, and
by J the corresponding Jacobi structure onLM → M .

LetS be an integral coisotropic submanifold of(M,CM ). Fix a smooth integral coisotropic deformationϕt of
S. After settingSt := ϕt(S) andLt := L|St

, denote by̟ t the inheritedLt-valued pre-symplectic Atiyah form,
and byKt the Lie subalgebroidker̟♭

t ⊂ DL. Moreover fix a regular line bundle morphismπ : L0 → LB,
covering a surjective submersionπ : S0 → B, such thatK0 = ker(Dπ), i.e. the contact reduction ofS can be
performed viaπ (cf. Proposition4.1).

Assume thatS is compact. Being interested in small deformations, it is possible to further assume that

(1) τ : M → S is a tubular neighborhood ofS in M , with LM = τ∗L0, andϕt is a section ofτ ,

(2) there is a smooth family of line bundle isomorphismsϕt : L0 → Lt, withϕ0 = idL0
, coveringϕt : S →

St, such that(Dϕt)K0 = Kt, i.e. the pre-contact structureϕ∗
t̟t onS is reducible viaπ.

Denote byϕ̇t andϕ̇t the infinitesimal generators ofϕt andϕt respectively. They are the smooth familiesϕ̇t ∈
Γ(TM |St

) andϕ̇t ∈ Γ((DLM )|St
), with σ(ϕ̇t) = ϕ̇t, defined by d

dt
(ϕ∗

t f) = ϕ∗
t (ϕ̇tf), for all f ∈ C∞(M),

and d
dt

(ϕ∗
tλ) = ϕ∗

t (ϕ̇tλ), for allλ ∈ Γ(LM ). Up to quotienting out the trivial integral coisotropic deformations,
ϕ̇t is encoded by the smooth family ofL0-valued Atiyah1-formsβt := ϕ∗

t (ι(ϕ̇t)̟M ). From this definition,
it follows immediately thatdDβt = d

dtϕ
∗
t̟M . Hence, because of the above condition (2), ι(�)dDβt = 0 and

L�dDβt = 0, for all � ∈ Γ(K0). As a consequence, in view of Lemma2.3 and the acyclicity of the der-
complexes, there is a smooth familyλt ∈ Γ(L0) such thatβt − dDλt ∈ π∗(Ω1

LB
), and so, a fortiori,βt ≡ dDλt

mod Γ((K0)0). The above condition (1) guarantees that there is a smooth familyλ̃t ∈ Γ(LM ) such that
λt = ϕ∗

t λ̃t, and so alsoι(ϕ̇t)̟M ≡ dDλ̃t|St
mod Γ((Kt)

0). Since,K⊥̟M

t = DLSt
(cf. Proposition3.1),

the latter can be equivalently rewritten as

ϕ̇t ≡ (̟♭
M )−1(dDλ̃t)|St

mod Γ(DLSt
). (4.3)

Let ψt be the smooth family of local automorphism of the Jacobi bundle (LM , J) generated byJ♯(j1λ̃t) =

(̟♭
M )−1(dDλ̃t). Thenψt : LM → LM covers the smooth familyψt of contactomorphisms of(M,CM )

generated byX
λ̃t

. Finally, from (4.3), it follows thatSt := ϕt(S) coincides withψt(S).
The above discussion shows that every small integral coisotropic deformation ofS is induced by a smooth

1-parameter family of contactomorphisms ofM . This leads to the following.

Theorem 4.6. Compact integral coisotropic submanifolds are rigid.
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Corollary 4.7. The (compact) integral coisotropic deformation problem, under contact equivalence, is unob-
structed and its moduli space is discrete.

Remark 4.8. It is possible to compare Corollary4.7with the analogous result in the symplectic case (cf. [4]).
On the symplectic side, the local moduli space of a coisotropic submanifoldS, with characteristic foliationF ,
consists of the elements ofH1(F) that, seen as sections of a vector bundle overS/F , are flat wrt the Gauss–
Manin connection. On the contact side, the local moduli space ofS consists of the elements ofH1(F ;LS) that,
seen as sections of a vector bundle overB, are flat wrt a certain connection alongDLB, but now it turns out
that there are no non-zero flat sections.
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